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Business Interruption Insurance Claims
This book will appeal to buyers of insurance whilst also serving as a refresher to insurance
students and practitioners across all arms of the insurance market. The intention is to simplify
as much as possible the core concepts at the heart of business interruption underwriting and
claims. The book challenges the norms in the Nigerian market whilst drawing on practice and
emerging issues in other markets.As the book was being finalized, Covid-19 (coronavirus)
became a topical issue not just in terms of the health emergencies but the interruption caused
by the global lockdown. It became necessary to begin a conversation on this uncharted
territory in the final chapter of the book. The views expressed in this chapter are therefore not
definitive.
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The need for insurance pervades all areas of business. Arranging the best possible insurance
cover for your business requires an understanding of the types of cover that are available in
the market and the criteria which underwriters will apply in assessing risk. One Stop Insurance
looks at issues such as: Motor insurance Fire and special perils insurance Employer's and
public liability insurances Business interruption insurance Underwriting Risk management
Claims Permanent health and personal accident insurances
1. This publication provides guidance to insurance coverage attorneys, representing either
commercial policyholders or their insurers, in a critical aspect of insurance following a
widespread catastophe. 2. This publication provides comprehensive and detailed guidance for
insurance coverage attorneys, representing either commercial policyholders or their insurers,
in a critical aspect of insurance following a widespread catastrophe: time element insurance.
Here is a small sample of the coverage issues analyzed: • Whether the destruction or
corruption of electronic data constitutes the physical loss or damage required to trigger
business insurance coverage; • What business interruption claims can be made not
conditioned on claims for damaged property; • Whether complete cessation of business is
required; • What is included and excluded under extra expense coverage; • How the extent of
contingent business interruption varies among different policies; • Causation issues in
contingent business interruption coverage; • Whether exclusions in the property damage
portions of the policy apply to the time element claims; • Applying idle period exclusion
proportionally where non-covered concurrent cause of loss would have interrupted operations
only partially; • Applying loss of market or contract exclusions in time element policies; •
Issues as to the period of recovery such as its commencement and termination; choice of
rebuilding, repairing or replacement; due diligence and dispatch requirement; extended
recovery periods; and causation issues affecting the period of recovery; and • Measure of
recovery issues such as the degree of consideration given to past experience; evidentiary
issues; pre-loss projections of post-loss performance; consideration of post-loss market
conditions; and continuing vs. non-continuing expenses. 3. Written by an acknowledged expert
with over 20 years of experience in insurance coverage disputes , this publication provides
guidance in the complex, high-stakes issues that arise in time element insurance.
The Nat. Flood Insur. Program (NFIP) currently has 5.6 million policyholders that are insured
for $1.1 trillion. The program collects $2.9 billion in annual premiums. As of Jan. 2009, NFIP
owed $19.2 billion to the U.S. Treasury, primarily as a result of loans that the program received
to pay claims from the 2005 hurricane season. This is a briefing on: (1) the percentage and
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geographic distribution of policyholders that purchase the max. NFIP coverage; (2) the
availability of private commercial and residential flood insur.; (3) the potential effect of adding
bus. interruption coverage to commercial flood insur., particularly for small and medium-sized
bus.; and (4) the challenges and issues surrounding the potential creation of an NFIP loss
fund. Illus.
Unexpected business disruptions and income losses can be triggered by many events: by
large-scale disasters - hurricanes, floods, earthquakes, explosions - but also by relatively minor
happenings such as a local blackout, computer outages, even something as simple as a street
closing. What's more, in today's global economy, major business interruptions can be caused
by events far away - a breakdown in goods production in Taiwan or a power failure in India.
Business Income Insurance Disputes, Second Edition helps you prepare for any eventuality. It
covers everything from the basics of first-party property insurance and case law which impacts
time-element coverages - to practical strategies for dealing with today's most complex
business income insurance law issues and questions. Unlike the majority of books in this field,
this new guide focuses primarily on the side of the policyholder. Yet it will prove useful to
insurance company counsel and executives as well, giving them valuable insights into the
insured's strategies In clear, plain-English terms Business Income Insurance Disputes, Second
Edition helps you.... Provide sound insurance advice to your clients or company Review
business income insurance forms; resolve problems stemming from vaguely-worded language;
see that coverage is sufficient and all necessary clauses are included Determine the rate of
loss accurately and prove that loss Protect against common insurance company tactics
Negotiate effectively Avoid pitfalls and costly omissions Anticipate court responses Gain the
winning edge in litigation
This book is the authoritative source for information on business interruption issues, including
establishing values before the loss, handling loss adjusting problems, and establishing a proof
of loss after the fact. Written by acknowledged leaders in the business interruption field, it is
the only resource of its kind because it progresses from technical, theoretical issues through
their practical solutions. Includes practical discussions on handling frequently litigated issues
and on understanding insurance policy language. In depth claim scenarios provide the details
needed to analyze, discuss, and resolve difficult business interruption situations that are culled
from actual loss situations. Business leaders and managers, risk managers, insurance
professionals, and accounting professionals will benefit from this book because, first and
foremost, it marries the twin business interruption issues of accounting and insurance.
Guide to business interruption insurance. Covers what happens when a loss occurs,
calculating a claim settlement, choosing an insurer, and business continuity planning. Includes
case studies, summaries, graphs and index. Author has worked in insurance claims
management for over 30 years and has lectured at Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology on
claims management.

Business Interruption Insurance and ClaimsA Practical Guide to Business
Interruption Insurance for Business Managers, Insurance Brokers and Advisers,
Underwriters, Claims Officers, Loss Adjusters and Risk ManagersMaximizing
Insurance Recovery for Business Interruption Claims, 2002Business
InterruptionCoverage, Claims, and Recovery
Now in its 60th year and dedicated to providing detailed and practical advice,
Riley is the industry authority on business interruption insurance. It offers
guidance on policy wordings, coverage, and claims in the UK and US, as well as
comparing these models with other jurisdictions, making it a leading reference for
legal practitioners and brokers
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Improve business efficiency, eliminate day-to-day mishaps, and prepare for the
worst-with effective disaster contingency planning Working in lower Manhattan on
September 11th, 2001, Donna Childs became keenly aware of the need for small
businesses to develop disaster contingency plans and grateful that her own
business had implemented such plans and would remain financially sound. Now,
with the assistance of IT consultant Stefan Dietrich, she draws upon her unique
experience to present proven guidelines for small and midsize businesses to
effectively prepare for catastrophes in Contingency Planning and Disaster
Recovery: A Small Business Guide. Childs and Dietrich take small business
owners through every stage of disaster planning, from preparation to response to
recovery. Specific issues addressed include: * What to do if the main office
location is not accessible * Getting the business up and running again *
Contacting third parties * Handling insurance claims * Adequate insurance for
property, business interruption losses, and workers' compensation * Rebuilding
an IT infrastructure Successful planning not only can limit the damage of an
unforeseen disaster but also can minimize daily mishaps-such as the mistaken
deletion of files-and increase a business's overall efficiency. Contingency
Planning and Disaster Recovery is the only contingency guide that small
business owners need to ensure their company's continued success.
Business interruption claims are some of the most challenging that insurance
professionals, risk managers, and business owners face. Preparing for,
managing, and closing out a business interruption claim can be complicated and
frustrating--and often ends in failure. Success requires that you understand
accounting principles and are able to interpret coverage language that is
sometimes indefinite. Only Business Interruption, 2nd Edition, delivers all of this,
in one widely respected resource: *An overview of the common elements of
coverage * Insights on customizing coverage * Guides to establishing limits * A
step-by-step roadmap for handling the process from claim to settlement * Specific
techniques for calculating the business interruption loss * Perspective of dispute
resolution options * And much more! Plus--there are three entirely new chapters
covering: * FEMA Claims * Recovery Beyond First-Party Property Coverage *
Claims in a Global Economy * Plus! New Real-World Case Studies * And much
more!
A practitioners' text providing a summary of the law as it relates to insurance
claims, including claims against insurers and insurance brokers. It is aimed at
those involved in the application of the law on a daily basis, whether as solicitors,
barristers or insurance claims handlers. Where the law is clear, it is set out
concisely; the text suggests what the law should be, rather than what it is, only
where the law is uncertain, or there appears to be a gap. Discussion of the
development of the law is included only where necessary to understand the
current position; old (particularly pre-1865) authorities are referred to only rarely,
and only where they are still relied on as authoritative statements of fundamental
principles. The new edition covers recent decisions of the Supreme Court and
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Privy Council, including: - AIG Europe Ltd v Woodman [2017] UKSC 18 –
aggregation clauses; Atlasnavios-Navegação Lda v Navigators Insurance Co Ltd,
The 'B Atlantic' [2018] UKSC 26 – construction of insurance contracts/exclusion
clauses; Ramsook v Crossley [2018] UKPC 9 – construction and application of
claims control clauses; and UK Insurance Ltd v R&S Pilling ([2017] EWCA Civ
259: judgment to be handed down by the Supreme Court on 27 March 2019) –
construction of insurance contracts/meaning of 'use' of a vehicle in domestic and
EU legislation on compulsory motor insurance. and also those handed down by
the Court of Appeal, including: - Euro Pools plc v Royal and Sun Alliance
Insurance plc ([2018] EWHC 46 (Comm):judgment of the Court of Appeal
awaited following hearing in January 2019) – construction and application of
notification clauses in professional indemnity insurance; Spire Healthcare Ltd v
Royal & Sun Alliance Insurance plc [2018] EWCA Civ 317 - construction
insurance contracts/aggregation clauses; Ted Baker plc v AXA Insurance UK
[2017] EWCA Civ 4097 – application of insurance claims conditions/estoppel
based on 'duty to speak'; and XYZ v Travelers Insurance Co Ltd [2018] EWCA
Civ 1099 – costs against liability insurers as non-parties EU law and domestic law
derived from EU law remains relevant, and will do for the foreseeable future, as
new legislation implementing Brexit will not be retrospective.
Are there any disadvantages to implementing Business interruption insurance?
There might be some that are less obvious? What are the success criteria that
will indicate that Business interruption insurance objectives have been met and
the benefits delivered? What tools do you use once you have decided on a
Business interruption insurance strategy and more importantly how do you
choose? Where do ideas that reach policy makers and planners as proposals for
Business interruption insurance strengthening and reform actually originate? How
do we go about Securing Business interruption insurance? Defining, designing,
creating, and implementing a process to solve a challenge or meet an objective is
the most valuable role... In EVERY group, company, organization and
department. Unless you are talking a one-time, single-use project, there should
be a process. Whether that process is managed and implemented by humans,
AI, or a combination of the two, it needs to be designed by someone with a
complex enough perspective to ask the right questions. Someone capable of
asking the right questions and step back and say, 'What are we really trying to
accomplish here? And is there a different way to look at it?' This Self-Assessment
empowers people to do just that - whether their title is entrepreneur, manager,
consultant, (Vice-)President, CxO etc... - they are the people who rule the future.
They are the person who asks the right questions to make Business interruption
insurance investments work better. This Business interruption insurance AllInclusive Self-Assessment enables You to be that person. All the tools you need
to an in-depth Business interruption insurance Self-Assessment. Featuring 693
new and updated case-based questions, organized into seven core areas of
process design, this Self-Assessment will help you identify areas in which
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Business interruption insurance improvements can be made. In using the
questions you will be better able to: - diagnose Business interruption insurance
projects, initiatives, organizations, businesses and processes using accepted
diagnostic standards and practices - implement evidence-based best practice
strategies aligned with overall goals - integrate recent advances in Business
interruption insurance and process design strategies into practice according to
best practice guidelines Using a Self-Assessment tool known as the Business
interruption insurance Scorecard, you will develop a clear picture of which
Business interruption insurance areas need attention. Your purchase includes
access details to the Business interruption insurance self-assessment dashboard
download which gives you your dynamically prioritized projects-ready tool and
shows your organization exactly what to do next. Your exclusive instant access
details can be found in your book.
Presents an examination of business interruption and consequential loss
insurance and claims, with an emphasis on practice and procedure. The book
examines several types of cover and gives guidance on over 200 charges in
company accounts.
This 9th edition of 'Riley on Business Interruption Insurance' presents an
examination of business interruption and consequential loss insurance and
claims, with an emphasis on practice and procedure.
A new title published in September 1999. A guide to the practical application of business
interruption insurance, for the use of company secretaries, finance directors and
accountants/auditors on one hand, brokers and other advisers in the middle and loss adjusters
and claims officials on the other hand.
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